
Blac Chyna To Marry Into The Kardashian Dynasty 

Angela Renee White AKA Blac Chyna finally confirmed today that she is indeed 

engaged to Rob Kardashian. The former exotic dancer and baby-mother to Cali rapper 

Tyga sparked a social media frenzy with an instagram pic of her holding a stack of cash 

in one hand and an eye catching multi-carat rock on her engagement finger.  

However this isn't the first time we've seen the video vixen flaunt a huge diamond rock, 

back in february she was nonchalantly flashing a bling ring at the Trinidad & Tobago 

carnival. 

Apparently Rob popped the question at strip club " Ace Of Diamonds" in LA on Monday 

with Blac's mother in attendance Chyna's family seem to be very happy with Rob and 

have commented on his good manners and kind demeanor and Chyna's mother couldn't 

be happier for her daughter however this  comes after the celebrity couple dating for 

just 4 months. 

Fellow video honey Amber Rose further confirmed the couple's engagement by 

instagraming "i've never seen my sis so happy and I couldn't be more happy for her"! 

Not much has been heard from the Kard Klan as they jetted off for a family vacation. 

Perhaps the beef between Chyna & Rob's family runs so deep that this news could not 

only come at a high emotional cost but a financial one too  which could ominously mean 

that there may be more fireworks to come.  

Rob has reportedly lost 50lbs thanks to Chyna who put him on a healthier diet and 

exercise regime. And Rob has been bonding with Chyna's 3 y/o son King Cairo offspring 

of cash money rapper Tyga, who now dates rob's younger sister Kyle 18. 

Although there is still scepticism about this whole affair if this news is true it can only 

mean even more publicity for the Kardashian Klan and Black Chyna as more details 

unfold. 


